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 is the world's leading distributor of electronic components, helping more than 30,000 companies to design better electronics.
We supply the industries of aerospace, automotive, communications, computers, consumer electronics, defence, energy and
medical, as well as the government and education sector. We have a complete range of over 500,000 different components,

which include over 350,000 standard, generic, custom and odd lots from leading manufacturers. Our range of electronic
components can be supplied to your company or organisation either as it is, or in sample quantities, and at a wide range of

prices. We have dedicated sales, technical and marketing support teams to ensure your experience with us is the best it can be.
SURPLUS PRICE DISCOUNTS Our online price comparison tools will help you find the best prices on surplus parts and

components from the largest UK suppliers. When purchasing surplus electronic components please understand that: There will
be some slight variation between the same spec components from different suppliers. As such we advise to take a sample of the
surplus you require. Some surplus components (aka "odd lots") may not be the best possible price available, so you may be able

to find an even better price for the same part elsewhere. The availability of some surplus products may be seasonal. If you're
looking for a specific product type please contact our sales team for advice on availability. If you require technical support to
assist with surplus parts, please contact one of our specialist engineers. Please note that some electrical components and heat

sinks are not supplied with the original packaging and packaging can be damaged in transit. If you need help to assess packaging
please contact our logistics team. Save money and time by searching for your surplus parts and components online with our great

price comparison tools! BROCCOLI VACUUM SUPPLY The Broccoli part numbers below are quoted in SI units, where
dimensions are in millimetres (mm) and power and current are in Watts (W). Where other units are used, the value is either the

equivalent SI unit (for example, switching frequency) or is in degrees Celsius (°C) and the power is in kilowatts (kW). BUY
THIS PART AS A SAMPLE We have thousands of electronic parts available as both raw materials (surplus) and fully tested
and packaged sample parts. We can quickly provide you with a sample of the part in question so that you can carry out your
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